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Abstract: The paper is concerned with sequential search on a finite set: an unknown element of
the finite set is to be found testing its subsets, and getting the information that the unknown
element is or is not an element of the tested subset. The optimum of the strategy lengths is found
under the condition that the intersection of any two different test-sets is bounded. This condition
is generalized taking the intersection of any m different test-sets instead of two, and the general
problem is also solved.
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1. Introduction

We first introduce some notations: IA 1is the cardinality of the set A; U is a given
set with n = [NJ, Z denotes the set of all natural numbers; for any real number LuJ
denotes the unique integer satisfying u - 1~ LuJ 5 U, and rU1 the unique integer
satisfying u I rU1 < u + 1; k I n means that n is a multiple of k and k{n means that n
is not a multiple of k; (a, b] denotes the set of all real numbers II< z I b; log is always
understood as base 2 logarithm; 0 is the empty set.
The paper investigates the search problem with one unknown XEH to be found
using subsets A 1, AZ(X), . . . of H as questions (Ai(X)=Ai(tl(X), . . . . ri-I(X))). Ai
may depend on the answers fi(x) to the previous questions Ai
(j = 1,2, . . . , i- l),
ti(x) = 1 if x E Aj(X) and tj(X) = 0 if x $Aj(X). Ai
will be called question-set. A rule
which defines Ai(X) in knowledge of tl(x), . . . , ti- 1(x) is called strategy. Denote by Z
the set of all strategies. Let the search length N(x) be defined as the smallest integer r
such that
uniquely specifies x. We write sometimes Ns(x) in order to emphasize that it belongs
to the strategy S. If for all i, A i(X) is independent of the value of to(x), r,(x), . . . , ti_ ,(x)
then the strategy is called static, otherwise sequential. A strategy S, is called optimal
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(in min-max

sense) if
max N,,(x) = min max Ns(x).
X.ZH

Ns

=

SEE

xcH

max,, H Ns(x) is called the length of the strategy S.

Remark. Our search model is the model of the braingame 20 questions (also called
Bar-Kochba game). It is also to be noted that static strategies correspond to ‘systems
of separating sets’ (see Katona (1973)).
It is evident that without more restrictions the optimal strategy length is

i-lognl
independently of whether the search is sequential or static.
A. RCnyi has posed the problem of finding the length of the optimal strategy if the
question-sets are required to be less than or equal to some natural number k fixed in
advance. This problem was solved by G.O.H. Katona, for both sequential and static
searches (Katona (1966) and (1973)).
Katona has proposed the condition that the intersection of any two question-sets
is less than or equal to some pre-fixed number k. His investigations concern the
static search (Katona (1976)).
In this paper the corresponding sequential search problem is solved: two sequential search problems seem to arise, the first with the condition [Ai nAi(y)) I k for
all x,y~H,
1 si, jsN, Ai(X)#Aj(y),
and another if we require IAi(x)nAj(X)lSk
for all XE H, 1 I i, js N, if j. It is easy to see that the two conditions are equivalent.
(If the answer for a question A is “yes” then the following questions can be supposed
to be subsets of A (if they are not, their intersection with A can be taken), and if it is
“no”, then they can be supposed to be subsets of H\A. Such a strategy has the following property: for all pairs Ai( AjQ) either Ai
= Ajb) or Ai
fl A/Q) = 0.)
Let f,(n, k) denote the minimal length of the strategies satisfying
IAi(X)lSk

forallxEH,

l~isN,

(I)

and fi(n, k) the minimal length of the strategies satisfying
IAi(X)flA~(X)lSk

forallxeH,

l~i~j=N.

(2)

These conditions are generalized to
JAi,(x)nAi,(x)n...nA,(x)IIk

forallxEH,

l~i~<-.-<i,sN.

(m)

where M E E is fixed arbitrarily.
Let &(n,k) denote the minimal length of the strategies satisfying the condition
(m).
We will find the exact value of fi(n, k) and recursive formulas will be proved for
the generalization allowing the calculation of f&r,@ and also the construction of
the optimal strategies for all m, n, k.
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remarks

In this section first we treat the case k = 1, m = 2. The resuts concerning this case
follow from the general theorems of Section 3 as well, and the reason why we deal
with them separately is that many details disappear and the main line becomes
clearer.
Also, we treat some simple special cases which do not follow from Section 3, and
are needed to prove the general results.
Let m = 2, k= 1 and fi(n, 1) =f(n). In other words f(n) is the minimal length of a
stratgegy having the property that the intersection of any two different questions is
at most one. It is easily verified that f(1) = 0, f(2) = 1, f(3) =f(4) = 2, f(5) =f(6) =
f(7) = 3, and clearly either f(n + 1) =f(n) or f(n + 1) =f(n) + 1 for all n.
Let no,nl, . . . (ne<nt c mm.)be the ‘jump-points’
of the function f, i.e.
f(ni+ 1) =f(nJ+ 1 and f is constant on the interval (n;_t,ni] (i= 1,2, . ..). (E.g.
no=1,nl=2,n~=4,n~=7.)Clearly,ifnj_~<n~nithenf(n)=i,andthusf
isgiven
by the ni’s.
Lemma.
Proof.

ni = ni- I+ i.

I. Let IHI = ni and S,

be an optimal strategy on Zf with
JAj,(X)flAj*(X)(I
1

(1 sj,<j,si).

I, ....Ai(x)WlI)
(XEAI)
is a strategy of length i- 1 on At and all
(a) @2(x)nA
sets have at most one element.
(xEN\A~)
is a strategy of length i- 1
(b) (A,(x)nW\A,),
. . . . Ai(x)fl(H\A,))
on H\A, , and the intersection of any two different sets is at most 1.
From (a) JAl(si, and from (b) JH\AiJlni_l
follows, thus ni= lHlrni_,
+i is
proved.
II. Conversely, if a strategy of length i - 1 is given on A 1 with sets having at most
one element and a strategy of length i - 1 on H \A I satisfying (2) with k = 1, then let
Al be the first question, and let us take the former strategy for XE A,, and the latter
one for XE H\A, . So we have defined a strategy of length i on H which satisfies
(2) with k= 1. We may let IAl ) = i and IH\A, )= ni- I which gives us a set
H, IHI = ni_t + i, with a strategy of length i, satisfying (2) with k= 1. AS ni is the
maximum cardinality of sets having such a strategy, ni 2 ni- I+ i and the lemma
follows.

Proposition

1. ni = 1 + +i(i+ 1).

This proposition clearly follows from the lemma. The function f is determined by
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Proposition

1. We want however to get an explicit formula:
n.=
I 1 +li(i+l)=r+L(i+r)*
8
2
2

2

and we know that
~+~(i-~)2=nj_l<nIni=~+~(i+t)2

is equivalent to f(n) = i. So we may write f(n) instead of i in the inequality and hence
obtain the following upper and lower estimates for f(n):
~K;-+sf(n)<~~+++.
This inequality yields:
Corollary.
Remark.

Section
obtained:

f(n) = rjF+

- +1

The optimal strategy is easily constructed by virtue of the lemma (see
3). For example for n = 9, H= { 1,2, . . . ,9}, the following strategy is
,,9

Y’<

0

If kr d2m, fm(n, k) and the optimal strategy satisfying the condition (m) can be
immediately determined as the following statement shows:
Proposition

2.

If k2 n/2m then fm(n,k)= j-lognl.

Proof.

We shall construct a strategy of length [log n1 satisfying the inequality (m)
withk=n/2mform=1,2
,..., rlognl.
We define Ai by recursion independently of XE H:
Let ARCH,
IA~J= L+nJ, and let A2 be the union of a subset of cardinality
L)IH\AIJ
ofH\A I and of a subset of cardinality L+ IA 111 of A ,.
Suppose that A i, . . . , A i are already defined. Let H,“), . . . , I$’ denote the sets of the
formA;n...nAr(A~=AjorAjE=~jj).LetB:’)cHj(i),
IB”l= L+Iz-I__‘IJ anddefine
Ai+, with A;, 1 = UT’, By’. It is easy to see that (A,, . . . , A rl,, “1) is a strategy (even
a static strategy) on H, and by induction on m the inequalities
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(m = 1,2, . . . , peg nl) easily follow.
In Section
fixed m and
function f,(
‘jump-place’,

3, f&r, k) will be calculated similarly to the case m = 2, k = 1: For all
k either f,(n + 1, k) =&(n, k) + 1 or f,(n + 1, k) =fm(n, k) and thus the
,k) may also be given by its ‘jump-places’. Let F,,,(N,k) be the N-th
i.e. F,,,(O,k) = 1, F,,,(l, k) = 2 (for all m, kk 1) and generally

F,(N,k)

= max n.
/&, 4 =N

In Section 3, instead of f,(n, k) we will examine F,(N,k). F,,,(N,k) obviously
determines &(n,k), and the following inequality enables us to obtain an explicit
formula for &(n, k):
Fm(fm(4 4 - 1, k) < n 5 ~m(fm(4 494.

(*)

(In fact, by the definition of F,(N, k) the inequality F,(N- 1, k) c n I F,,,(N, k) is
equivalent to &(n, k) = N. Writing f&z, k) instead of N we have (*).) First, let us
notice that ni = Fz(i, 1).
Proposition 2 has the following corollary for F,(N, k):
Corollary. Zf NI m + Llog k] ( = Llog 2”kj) then F,,,(N, k) = ZN.
Proof. NI Llog 2”kj implies
2N 5 2 t logZrnkJ.C
- pk ,
and hence by Proposition 1, fm(2N, k) = N. Obviously fm(2N + 1, k) = N+ 1 and thus
the statement follows from the definition of F,(N, k).
F,(N, k) will be calculated by
as initial values together with
mentioned in Section 1 fr(n,k)
calculation of F,(N, k) does not

Proposition 3. Provided

Nr

the recursion formulas having the numbers F,(N, k)
the values determined in the above corollary. As
has been determined (Katona (1973)), and so the
cause any problem:

Llog k] + 1,

F, (N, k) = k(N - Llog 2kJ + ck)
where ck = 2 Lb 2kJAC.

Remark. 1. Obviously, 1 < ckl 2 for all k.
2. For NI Llog kJ + 1 the equality FI(N, /r) = 2N has been proved in the corollary
of Proposition 2. If N= Llog k] + 1 both formulas hold.
Proof. If n>k
fI (n, k) = i0 +

rhg(n -

ki$l
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where is= [n/k1 -2 (Katona (1973)). (The optimal strategy is obtained taking is
pairwise disjoint k-element sets A 1, . . . , Ai0 in H and then - denoting by A the set
which contains x from the sets A 1, . . . , Ai,,, H\Uf’=, Ai - taking the trivial strategy
of length [log 1Al 1 on A.) The formula for f,(n,k) will be transformed for our
present purposes: Let [nlk denote the number satisfying k< [n]ks2k, [&=n
(mod k). Obviously

-2=- n-[nh
k

’

n-

Thus

blk

-2+ rlog[nlki =k+

rlogP&l

if n > k. The condition
ZVz Llog kj + 1 = Llog 2kl
implies Fr(N, k) 2 2 L10s2kJ
> k, so we see that the values n greater than k (for which
f,(n + 1, k) =f,(n, k) + 1) are to be found.
Case 1. kfn. Then
and

[n+ Ilk= [n]k+ 1.

Hence fr(n + 1, k) =f,(n, k) + 1 if and only if [n]k is a power of 2.
Case 2. kl n. Then

[!g= [;l

+I

and

[nlk=2k,

[n+ l],=k+l.

Hence fr(n + 1, k) =fi(n, k) + 1 if and only if rlog 2k-j = [lo&k+ 1)l. This holds if
and only if k is a power of 2.
Since 2k= [nlk in Case 2, and 2k is a power of 2, summarizing the two cases we
can state that
fi(n+l,k)=fi(n,k)+L
if and only if [n]k is a power of 2. As k< [n]k-< 2k and the unique power of 2 in the
interval (k, 2k] is 2 Ll”gzkJ, we have
f,(n+1,k)=fi(n,k)+l
if and only if [n]k=2L’“s2kJ. For such n

f,(n,k)=n-2L’og2J
+ Llog 2kj
k

and we have
n=k

2 Lb+J
Llog2kl +k

.
>
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This means that
Llog2k]+k

2 t log2kl
,

which is our statement.
Remark: Inequality (*) together with Proposition

3 gives

1 - Llog2k] +Ck)<nsk(f,(n,k)-

k(ft(n,k)-

Llog2k] +ck)

hence
+-ck+
Thus

Llog2kj sj-t(n,k)+ck+

1 + Llog2kJ.

1 1

fr(n, k) = + - ck + ,_log 2kl.
(This must be equal to iO+ [log@ - i&l,
means to treat the general results.

io= p/k1

- 2.) Now, we have all the

3. General results
The basic recursive formula is given in the following lemma:
Lemma. If mr2andN,k?l,

then

F,(N,k)=F,,,(N-l,k)+F,_,(N-l,k).

Proof. I. Let IH 1=F,(N, k) and S,
S(x)=(Al,AZ(X),...,AN(X))

(XEW,

be an optimal strategy on H satisfying (m).
(a) SA,:
~A~(X)=b42w-%

e.m&dX)n~I)

(Xdd

is clearly a strategy of length N- 1 on A, and satisfies (m - 1).
(b) SH\A,:
SH\A,(X)=(A~(X)~(H\AI),...,AN(X)~(H\AI))

(xEH\AI)

is obviously a strategy of length N- 1 on H\A 1 and satisfies (m).
Thus
lH\A+F,,,(N-l,k).
lArl~F,-r(N194,
II. Conversely,

if A, is a subset of H and s,.r, :

sA,(X)=(d(X),&(X),

.*.,Ak-l(x))

@cAl)

146
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is a strategy of length N- 1 on A I satisfying m - 1 and SHiA,:
SH\,4*(x)=(4(x),...,

G-r(x))

c=H\Al)

is a strategy of length N- 1 on H\A 1 satisfying (m), then S:
S(x)=(Ar,Az(x),...,Aiv(x))
defined with

(2 I isN),

Ai(X)=A~_l(X)

if xEAr,

Ai(X)=A:(_*(X)

ifxEH\Ar

is obviously a strategy on H, and satisfies (m).

Thus if H is maximal then

IAll =F,-r(N-

194,

W\~1)=~nlW-

134

and so
F,(N,k)=

IHI =F,(N-

l,k)+F,_,(N-

1,k)

and the theorem is proved.
Corollary.

If m r 2 and N, kr 1, then

(a)

FAN,

N-l
k) = 1+

iGo Fm - I(& k)

and
m-l
(b)

F,,,(N,k)=F,(N-m+l,k)+

C Fi+l(N-m+i,k),
i=I

provided Nz m.

Both (a) and (b) immediately follow from the lemma.
Remark. Once F,(N, k) is known (m, k are fixed), the construction of the optimal
strategy does not cause any problem with the help of the above lemma:
IfF,(N-l,k)<nsF,,,(N,k),
letArcH,
IA,I=F,_,(N-l,k).
Then
IH\AI/sF,(N,k)-F,,,_,(N-l,k)=F,(N-l,k)

follows from the lemma. In other words it is possible to construct a strategy of
length N- 1 on Al satisfying (m- l), and a strategy of length N- 1 on N\Al
satisfying (m). By the proof of the lemma these two strategies yield a strategy of
length N on H satisfying (m).
We continue in this way: For x E Al let
Az(x)CAr,

/AAx)I=F,-r(N-Zk)

and for xeH\AI
Az(X)CH\A

IAz(x)l=&AN-5k)

141
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etc., we always have to give the ‘first’ question-set under the ‘new’ conditions. If
m = 1 or NI m + Llog kJ the strategy is given in Proposition 2 and 3 respectively.
(The precise formulation of the construction can be given by induction on N.)
Unfortunately we could not get an exact explicit formula for F,(N, k) if m 2 3. In
this case using part (b) of the above corollary, m2fi additions - the result of all of
which is to be compared with n and then must be stored - are enough to determine
&(n,k) for some fixed m, n,k, and to have all values F,,,(N,k) which are necessary
for the construction of the optimal strategy. (We have got this result with the help of
part (b) of the corollary to Theorem 2, and examining the algorithm in details.)
In the proof of the explicit formulas and bounds proved in the remaining part of
the paper only part (a) of the corollary will be used.
Recall that ck = 2 L10s2kJ
/k and 1 < ckl2.
Theorem 1. Provided Nz Llog 4kJ (= Llog kJ + 2),
F2(N, k) = +k((N-

Llog 4kJ + bk)‘+ @)

Wherebk=Ck++atldak=-C;+jCk-f.
Remarks. 1. Froml<ck~2weget$~ak~2and~<bk~$forallk
2. For NI Llog kJ + 2, F2(N, k) is determined by the corollary to Proposition
For N= Llog kJ + 2 both formulas hold.

2.

Proof. By part (a) of the corollary of the lemma we have
[log zk] - 1

N-l
MN,

k)

=

1+

&

Fdi,

k)

=

1+

iFo

N-l
Fdi,

4

+

c

i=LlogzkJ

FIG

4

N-l

=2L’“g2kJ+

c

k(i- Llog2kJ +Q).

i=LlogZk]

(The value of F,(i, k) is given by the corollary of Proposition
(= Llog 2kJ - 1) and by Proposition 3 for iz Llog 2kJ .)

2 for is Llog kJ

N-l

c
k(i- Llog 2kJ + ck)
i=Llog
2kJ
N-l

=k

c i-

LlogZkJ - I

i=l

iT,

i - (N- Llog 2k J )( Llog 2k J - ck)
>

and hence
F2(N, k) =2L’Og=J + k(+N(N-

1) - +Llog 2kJ(Llog kJ - 1)

- (N- Llog 2kJ I( Llog 2kJ
=+k((Nwhich was to be proved.

-

ck))

Llog4kJ +ck++)‘-c;+3ck-f),
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We have arrived at our main result:
Corollary.

If k < +n then
f2cn, k) = r{j

- bkl + peg 4k J

where ak and bk are the numbers defined in the theorem.
Remark.

As $5 a& 2 and 3 < bkl f we may deduce that
f,(n,k)=r~~l+LiogkJ-i+&

Proof.

(E=+-1

or0).

From n > 4kr 2L’“g4kJfollows
f2(n, k) 1 [log n1 L Llog 4kJ + 1.

Thus Theorem 1 applies for N=f*(n, k) - 1 and N=J2(n, k).
Hence, by (*) of Section 2
+k((f*(n, k) - 1 - Llog 4kJ + b# + ak)
< n I +k((fi(n, k) - Llog 4kJ + b#+

ak),

thus
bk+ Llog 4kJ

i-isfi(n,

k) <I--

bk+ I+ Llog 4kJ

as our corollary states.
We are going to estimate now F,(N, k) in order to estimate f,(n, k).
Theorem 2. For all N, k, m E Z

$(N-LlogkJ-m+I)m<F,,,(N,k)~$(N-LlogkJ+2)”
.

provided Nr m + Llog kJ .
Proof.

We proceed by induction on m: For m = 1 the statement immediately
follows from Proposition 3 (for m = 2 it follows from Theorem 1).
Suppose the theorem is true for m and then let us prove it for m + 1. To do this we
will need the inequality
rr+l

t+l(

l)‘+’
z*i’s (r+
t+ 1
I

which follows from the estimation of a sum with an integral (t r0 is a real number
and rE Z).
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By part (a) of the corollary to the lemma we have
m+llogkj-I

N-l

~m+1w9~)=1+ i~oF,w)=l+

N-l

&

Fm(kQ+

c

Fm(4W

i=m+LlogkJ

N-l

= 2m+ L’oskJ+

c
F,(i, k).
i=m+Llogkj

(*I

I. Lower estimate. By (k)
N-l
Fm+l(N,k)>

C

Frn(kk)*

i=m+LlogkJ

Thus, using the lower estimate for m,
Fm+,(N,k)>-$

,= Nz’

- I
k

=-

N-

m!

(i-LlogkJ-m+l)m

m+LlogkJ

c

Llog k] -m

j-z6

W- Lloi$J;m)m+l

j=l

and this is the lower estimate for the case m + 1. (In the last step we have used the
inequality CI=1i’z r’+ l/(t + l).)
II. Upper estimate
2m+ LlogkJ= 2 Lh32mkJ5 pk.
Thus, by (k), using the upper estimate for m:
Fm+#w~~2”k+-$

i=my;,lgk, (i-

=pk-k

mi’j-+,
m!

Ik

(

LloOJ +a”

k “L~y+‘i-

j=l

l)m+‘+&

2m_cm+

(m+l)!

.

(zv- LlogkJ +2)m+l

(In the last step we used the inequality xi=, i’s (r + l)‘+ ‘/(t + l).)
The upper estimate is then proved for m + 1 since

2mj(m+1)m+1
(m6zz)
(m+l)!

’

This follows by induction on m: for m = 1 equality holds; denoting
p

=(m+l)m+l
m

(m+l)!

we have
pm-l>

which proves the inequality.

.
>

(m22)
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Corollary.

For ail N, k, m E Z:
l/m

I/m

+ Llogk] -2sf,(n,k)<

+Llogk]+m

provided k < r1/2~.
Remark. The above interval contains m + 2 integers. For m = 2, f,(n, k) may fall
near both the upper and lower estimates as the remark after the corollary of
Theorem 1 shows. This is probably true for every m.
Proof.

From n >2mk?2m+ LiOgkJ
it follows that
fm(n, k) r [log nlz

m + Llog kj + 1,

thus Theorem 2 applies for N=J,(n,
n ~Fm(.Lrn(n,

kh

k)

5 5

k). Hence by (*) of Section 2
(Srn(ns

4

-

Lb

kJ

+ 21rn

and

and the statement immediately follows.
The inequalities used in the proof of Theorem 2 are quite rough but using finer
inequalities the estimates for F,(N, k) will not become considerably sharper.
However, the recursion formulas of Section 3 enable us to calculate the exact value
of F,(N, k) and thus f,(n, k) for all fixed m, N, k and m, n, k respectively and make
clear the construction of optimal strategies.
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